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Outline
• Introduction to the EXO-200 experiment
• Measurement of scintillation and ionization yields using 228Th, 226Ra
and 60Co sources
• Comparison between EXO-200 data and the Noble Element
Simulation Technique (NEST) predictions
• Semi-empirical resolution model for EXO-200
Ø Measurement of the recombination fluctuation (!" ) in the number of
electron and photons
Ø Constraint on the recombination efficiency #"

• Conclusion
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The EXO-200 experiment
Ø A 200-kg detector using liquid xenon (LXe) with
136Xe enriched to ~80% operated from 20112018

Charge and light energy
deposit in the TPC

Ø EXO-200 set a lower limit on the half-life of 0!""
0!""
of #$/& > (. *×$,&* years
Ø The single-phase detector avoids calibration of
the electron extraction efficiency from the
liquid

TPC design

APD plane

12kV

Central HV plane
acrylic supports

crossed charge
wires (photo-etched
phosphor bronze)

field shaping rings (copper)

flex cables on back
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(copper on kapton)

Measurement of scintillation and
ionization yields using 228Th, 226Ra and 60Co sources
• Charge and light channel calibration
Ø External charge-injection calibration
Gain measured by injecting a known

Circuit for the external chargeinjection calibration:

number of electrons from a calibrated
capacitor into the charge collection
wire or APD front-end electronics.
Ø Internal charge-injection calibration
Only relative measurements of gains
are performed over time

• Results
Ø U-wire gain: 340 electrons/ADC on average, 1.8% syst. err for each
channel, 1% time variation over the whole EXO-200 run
Ø APD gain: 900 electrons at gain ~200 on average,1.5% time variation
8/27/19
over the whole EXO-200 run à ~4.5 PEs/ADC
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Measurement of scintillation and
ionization yields using 228Th, 226Ra and 60Co sources
• Charge and light yields versus electric fields
Ø MC-based fit to the electron(nq) – photoelectron (nPE) data for all sources
Ø Determine the photon detection efficiency !" by requiring nq+nPE/!" to be
a constant under various electric fields à !" = 8.1% ± 0.5%
Ø Scale nPE to np using the measured !"
+
- .,/

Ø W-value = ,

= 00. 1 ± 2. 1 eV from our measurement

E.g. 2D MC-based fit to electron-photon yield for 228Th:

Photon vs. electron number for the three
sources under various electric fields :
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Previous measurements of W-value
Ø Definition of W-value: energy required to produce either an electron or a
photon in the LXe, i.e. W = E/( nq + np)
Ø Definition of Wi : energy required to create an electron-ion pair Wi =W(1+!).
! = nex/ni (nex -- photon count from direct excitation, ni -- original electron-ion
pair count)
Ø The measured W= 11.5 ± 0.5 eV does not agree with the NEST prediction of
13.3 eV at the EXO-200 LXe density

Reference:
T. Takahashi et.al., Phys. Rev. A 12, 1771 (1975).
I.M.Obodovskii et.al., Sov. J. Low Temp. Phys. 5, 393 (1979).
T.Seguinot et.al., Meth. Phys. Res. A 323, 583 (1992).
T. Doke, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. Phys. Res. A 327, 113 (1993).
M. Horn et al., Phys. Lett. B 705, 471 (2011).
D. Yu. Akimov et al., JINST 9, P11014 (2014).
T. Doke et.al., Japn. J. Appl. Phys. 41, 1538 (2002).
T. Shutt et.al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A579, 451 (2007).
C. E. Dahl, Ph.D. thesis, Princeton U. (2009).
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Measurement of scintillation and
ionization yields using 228Th, 226Ra and 60Co sources
• Comparison between EXO-200 data and the NEST simulation
Ø The general trend in yields versus field agrees with NEST, although some
quantitative differences as large as ~8% (6%) in the charge yield and
~24% (41%) in the light yield are seen between the EXO-200
measurements and the NEST ! (") model predictions
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Measurement of scintillation and
ionization yields using 228Th, 226Ra and 60Co sources
• Comparison between EXO-200 data and the NEST simulation
Ø The trend of yields from 136Xe 2"## and 228Th events roughly agrees with
NEST predictions
Ø No significant difference between the charge-to-light ratio for the $ and ## - induced events above 1500 keV. In contrast, NEST predicts a 25%
difference between its $ model and # model
Light vs. charge yield of
low background data
(mainly 136Xe 2"## ):

Light vs. charge yield
of 228Th data:

Average light vs. charge
yield for $ and ## events:
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Semi-empirical resolution model for EXO-200
• The rotated energy is proportional to the total quanta n, which can be written
as:
/
$ =
∝ 2'34 5 $" + 37$4 5 $%
0
• The variance of the total quanta is:
#
!8# ∝ 2'3 # 4 5 !"# +37$# 4 5 !%# +237$42'34 5 &'(",% + !:;
• The variance !"# of our estimate of $" is:

recombination fluctuation

binomial fluctuation, charge
collection efficiency +" ≈ 1

electronics noise

• Similarly, the variance !%# of the estimator of photon number $% is:
APD non-uniformity
APD excess noise

• &'(",% = - !*#

binomial fluctuation + subPoissonian fluctuation of PEs

APD
electronic
noise
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Semi-empirical resolution model for EXO-200
• Measurement of the recombination fluctuation !"
Ø #$ versus incident % ray energy is measured by subtracting the detector
noise from the total measured variance in the charge and light photopeaks
Ø !" produced by the calibration sources at the MeV-scale deviate from the
linear extrapolation of the LUX measurements
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Semi-empirical resolution model for EXO-200
• Optimal energy resolution predicted by the model and its comparison to the
experimental data
Ø Under 12kV bias, the theoretical best resolution is 1.25% ± 0.08% )*)+. ±
0.02%()+-+. ), achieved at 0 = 39° ± 2°, in agreement with the measured
resolution (1.23%) and angle (43° ± 3°, )
Ø Comparison between measured and predicted charge, light and rotated
resolutions at 2615keV
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Semi-empirical resolution model for EXO-200
• Measurement of the recombination efficiency !"
Ø If #$ ≠ 1:
The recombination fluctuation for the
*
*
light channel is ($)
= #$ ($,
*
The covariance term is -./,,) = −#$ ($,

We also have Δ234 = Δ2, #$ #)
Ø Construct a 5 * statistic by comparing the
quantities predicted by the model with the
experimental data to constrain #) and #$
Ø Best fit result: #$ = 0.97, #) = 8.5%,
Ø The resolution model favors a value for #$
close to 1, but fits slightly better if 1-4% of
recombining electrons don't make a photon
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Conclusion
Ø With u-wire gains calibrated to 1-percent level accuracy, we measured
ionization and scintillation yields in LXe for ! rays from 228Th (2615 keV), 226Ra
(1764 keV) and 60Co (1332.5 keV and 1173 keV) calibration sources at a
variety of electric fields
Ø The measured recombination fluctuations in the number of electrons and
photons produced by the calibration sources at the MeV-scale deviate from
extrapolations of lower-energy data
Ø W = 11.5 ± 0.5 eV, which differs by ~15% from the value currently adopted by
NEST
Ø The optimal resolution calculated by the semi-empirical resolution model is
consistent with experimental data under various electric fields in the
detector
Ø The resolution model is also used to place constraint on the recombination
efficiency of ionized Xe atoms
Ø Measurements of the absolute charge and light yields for MeV scale
electron recoils are useful for predicting the performance of future
neutrinoless double beta decay detectors
8/27/19
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Semi-empirical resolution model for EXO-200
• Measurement of other quantities in the model

Ø Under 12kV bias, the theoretical best resolution is 1.25% ± 0.08% )*)+. ±
0.02%()+-+. ), achieved at 0 = 39° ± 2°, in agreement with the measured
resolution (1.23%) and angle (43° ± 3°, )
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Pulse amplitude (ADC counts)

Pulse amplitude (ADC counts)

U wire gain from new external
charge injection calibration

E.g. external charge calibration
for u-wire channel 87:
nominal capacitor: 20pF

1.2V

1.4V

U-wire gain for all channels:

1.0V
0.8V
0.6V
Event number
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APD excess noise factor !" measurement
Measured using laser calibration runs:
*
$"*%&'() = + * ,-. !" + 012 + $3425-

Our measurements
FN

APD channel number

Average FN at full gain: 2.2±0.22
Average FN at half gain: 1.8±0.33

L.Ludhova, et.al.
Nucl.Instr.andMeth.A540(2005)169–
179

Details can be found at https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/exo/2-28/27/19
18
2018+Analysis+meeting

APD and U wire electronic noise

APD noise (photoelectrons):

U wire noise (electrons):

148 ± 5.2 ()( *++ ± 0.7((/0/ *++)

770 ± 35 ()( *++ ± 12((/0/ *++)
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Measure APD gain non-uniformity
using the lightmap data
Photon counts on each APD
from a scintillation cluster right
above it at z = 182mm:

Photon counts on each APD
from a scintillation cluster right
above it at z = 50 mm:

y (mm)

y (mm)

photon counts

photon counts

x (mm)

x (mm)
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Why the center APD of each
channel is the brightest for z=182mm
z=182mm
Ω1
Ω1tot
y (mm)

photon counts

z=204mm
z=182mm
Ω2
Ω2)*)

x (mm)

z=204mm
Ω"
Ω&
>
Ω"#$# Ω&#$#
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Solid angle correction to lightmap data
Cluster z=182mm
After solid angle correction:

y (mm)

photon counts

photon counts

y (mm)

Before solid angle correction:

x (mm)

x (mm)

Gain non-uniformity !"#_%&'( =

*+&(,&-, ,./'&+'0( (230+0( 405(+* 0( 6 789* '( 0(. 43&((.:)
<.&((230+0( 405(+* 0( 6 789* '( 0(. 43&((.:)

= 2.4% ± 1.1%
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Illumination non-uniformity
• !"# = APD gain non−uniformity × signal illumination non-uniformity

cluster y (mm)

Illumination non-uniformity

Illumination non-uniformity among 7
APDs for channel 182 (cluster z=0):

Illumination non-uniformity vs cluster z
(x=0,y=0):

cluster z (mm)
cluster x (mm)

Channel 182
z position =204mm
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The average illumination non-uniformity for a 208Tl peak signal is 0.13 ± 0.06
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Justification for the variance expression
• In our measurement, the variance of the multiplication of a super
Poissoinian distribution (recombination fluctuation on the photon
number) and a Poisson distribution (excess noise proportional to
photon number) or a binomial distribution (photon collection
fluctuation) can be approximated by the sum of the two
distribution’s variances.
• Numerical justification is shown in the next two slides.
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Justification for the variance expression
multiply by a
binomial distribution
with p=0.106.
(photon collection
efficiency)

A super Poissonian distribution with
mean 70239(photon counts) and
variance !" =3692(recombination
fluctuation)

'
!$%$ 2 = !"' ×)' + 0.9998!/01%2034
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Justification for the variance expression

multiply by a
poisson distribution
with p=0.106.
(photon collection
efficiency)

A super Poissonian distribution with
mean 70239(photon counts) and
variance !" =3692(recombination
fluctuation)

'
!$%$ 2 = !"' ×)' + 0.9995!/%011%2
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Previous W value measurement
E. Dahl Thesis: http://inspirehep.net/record/1374815/files/E.Dahlthesis.pdf

!"
!#

is measured by looking at a single peak

$ while varying the applied drift field.
$ and %2 are known, hence %1 and () , (+
can be obtainedà,=13.7±0.2eV
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Previous W value measurement
T. Doke et al. , “Absolute scintillation yields in liquid argon and xenon for various
particles,” Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. , vol. 42, pp. 1528–1545, 2002.

Saturation curves of ionization (open symbols)
and scintillation (close symbols) for 1MeV
conversion electrons from 207Bi in liquid argon
and liquid xenon as a function of the electric
field strength.

Measured excitation rate

!"#
!$

= 0.2 is different

from theoretical value 0.06.
Obtained %=13.8±0.9eV.
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